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This note treats strongly continuous one-parameter affine semigroups on
a Banach space X. An affine semigroup decomposes into a linear part and a
translation part. These parts are reassembled here as an "augmented" linear
semigroup in one higher dimension, and the latter is used to characterize the
affine semigroup. Relations among the infinitesimal generators (i.g.) of an
affine semigroup, its linear part, and its augmented semigroup are studied. It
is shown that the translation part is completely determined from the linear part
by an element of (X x X)/G(U)9 where G(U) is the graph of the i.g. of the linear
part. Also obtained are necessary and sufficient conditions for a curve to be
the translation part of some affine semigroup. An application of these conditions
is the so-called "screw line" studied by von Neumann and Schoenberg.

Affine concepts are an almost trivial modification of linear ones. The
treatment here is intended to aid in the discovery of the correct nonlinear generali-
zations of familiar linear concepts. Thus affine versions of one-parameter groups,
compact semigroups, and analytic semigroups are studied, along with affine

cosine functions.

§ 1. Affine semigroups and associated linear semigroups

Except where otherwise noted, Banach spaces are taken to be real.
By a strongly continuous one-parameter affine semigroup on a Banach

space X, or affine semigroup for short, is meant a one-parameter family (S(t):
f>0} of continuous affine transformations on X with the properties

(Sj) S(0) = / (the identity operator on X), S(ί + s) = S(ί)°S(s) for s, ί>0; and
(s2) for each x in X, tt-+S(t)x is a continuous function from [0, oo) into X.

A linear semigroup is defined similarly except that "linear" transformations
replace "affine" transformations. Strong continuity for f>0 will be assumed in
both the linear and affine cases.

Affine semigroups arise naturally in the study of linear differential equations
with a nonhomogeneous (constant) term. Applications of the affine theory
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in this vein, for example, the Duhamel Principle ([12], p. 438), asymptotics
(cf. [5]), and second order differential equations (see §5 below), although implicit
in our discussion, will not appear directly.

Corresponding to any family {S(t): ί>0} of affine transformations on X
are a family {T(t): t>Q} of linear transformations on X and an X-valued function
ίι->z(f), f>0, called respectively the linear part and the translation part of

{5(0: ' >0}. These parts are related to the original family S( •) by the equations

z(ί) =

(1.1) T(t)x = S(t)x - S(f)0, ί>0, xinX,

S(t)x = T(t)x + z(t).

The one-to-one correspondence between families S ( - ) and pairs (T( ), z( ))
leads to a description of an affine semigroup in terms of its linear and translation
parts.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let {S(t): f>0} be a family of affine transformations on
X with linear part (T(t): />0} and translation part (z(t): t>Q}. Then S( )
is an affine semigroup on X if and only if T( ) is a linear semigroup on X and
z( ) is a continuous map from [0, oo) into X satisfying

(1.2) z(ί + s) = T(t)z(s) + z(ί), 5, ί>0.

This result follows readily from (sj), (s2), and (1.1), and the proof is left to
the reader.

A convenient way to establish additional properties of the affine semigroup
S( ) is to introduce another linear semigroup.

Let X denote the Banach space X x R, and let π t and π2 be the canonical
projections of % onto X and R. If S( ) is a family of affine transformations on

X with linear part T( ) and translation part z( ), an induced family { f ( t ) : f >
of linear transformations on % is defined as follows:

(1.3) f(f)[χ, {] = [τ(θχ+{z(o, α [x, α m x.
The family f( •) satisfies the equation

(1.4) ξ = π2of(r)[χ, ξ], [x, ξ] in ,̂ t > 0.

It is easy to see that any family T( ) of linear transformations on $ satisfying
(1.4) induces a family S( ) of affine transformations on X given by

(1.5) S(t)x = π,of(0[x, 1], t > 0, x in X,

with linear and translation parts
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(1.6) t > 0, x in X
z(r) = π1of(0[0, 1].

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let (S(t): ί>0} be a family of affine transformations on

X and let (T(t): ί>0} be the associated family of linear transformations on £.
Then S ( - ) is an affine semigroup on X if and only if T( ) is a linear semigroup
on £.

PROOF. Suppose that S( ) is an affine semigroup. Then T( ) and z( )
have the properties noted in Proposition 1.1. Hence

), ζ\

Strong continuity of t( ) follows easily from (1.3) and Proposition 1.1.

Conversely, if f( ) is a linear semigroup satisfying (1.4), then 5( ) satisfies
(1.5) and

S(t + s)x = πjo

, 1], π2of(s)[x, 1]]

Strong continuity of S( ) is implied by (1.5).

The linear semigroup {T(0' ί>0} on % is called the augmented semigroup
associated with S( - ).

§ 2. The infinitesimal generator

The infinitesimal generator of an affine semigroup S( - ), hereafter abbreviated
as i.g., is the map A defined by

(2.1) Ax = lim^0+(l/Λ)(S(Λ)x-x).

Its domain D(A) consists of the set of all x in X for which the limit in (2.1) exists.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S ( - ) be an affine semigroup with augmented semi-
group T(') and linear part T( ). Then the following relations hold among

their respective i.g. A, U, and U:
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i ) D(A)= {x: [x, 1] is in D(U)} and

Xjc = π1oO[x, \~\for x in D(Λ)\

ϋ) D(U) = { x : [x, 0] is in D(D)} and
Ux = πloO[x, 0]/0r x in D(V}\ and

iϋ) D(0)= {[x, {]: £7*0, (x/ξ) is in D(A)} U {[x, 0]: x is in D(U)} 9

and for [x, £] ιw D(0)

), 0] if ξ * 0

[l/(x), 0] if ξ = 0.

PROOF. The expression (l//?)(f(/ί)[x, ξ]-[x, ξ]) equals

(2.2) [(l/ΛχΓ(/ι)x-jc) + {(l//ι)z(Λ), 0].

If ξ = l , this reduces to [(l//ί)(S(/?)x-x), 0] since z(0) = 0. When h goes to 0+,
the conclusions in i) are obtained. If ξ = 0, (2.2) reduces to [(l//0(T(/?)x-x), 0].
When /? goes to 0 + , ii) results. For other values of ξ linearity of 0 implies that
[x, ξ] is in D(0) if and only if [x/ξ, 1] is D(#), and by i) 0[x, ί] = £0[x/£, 1] =
f D4(x/f), 0]. So i i i) holds.

COROLLARY 2.2. Let S ( - ) be an affine semigroup. Let x be an element

of X and letQ<a<b. Then ( \ / ( b - a ) ) Γ S(t)x dt is a member of D(A), and
J a

A ( ( \ / ( b - a ) ) Γs(t)xdt) = (\l(b-a))(S(b)x-S(a)x).
J a

PROOF. With a, b, and x as above, and ξ in R, the linear semigroup f( )
has the famil iar properties

(i) Γf(/)[x. ξ>/ί is in D(0)
J a

and

(ii) U (J* f (0[x, ί]dr)

By linearity of 0, D(0) contains

Γ
J fl

Γ
J 6

-fl)) Γ*S(ί)xdί, 1]
J fl
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and the image of the latter under U is (l/(fe-a))(ί(fe)|>, l]-T(α)[x, 1]).
Applying part i) of Proposition 2.1 and the identity (1.6), we obtain the Corollary.

•

J b
z(t)dt

is a member of D(A), and A((l/(b-a))\ z(i)di) = (\l(b-a))(z(b)-z(a)) for

0<a<b.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let S ( - ) be an affine semigroup with linear part T( ),
translation part z( - ), and i.g. A. Then for any pair of elements v, w of X satis-
fying Av = w, and for all f>0,

(2.3) z(t) = (/ - T(t))υ + Γ T(s)\vds.
Jo

PROOF. The augmented semigroup f ( ) of S( ) satisfies the identity

f(o ix α - ιx α = Γ 7(s)0ιχ αds
Jo

for [x, ξ] in D(0). By part Hi) of Proposition 2.1, with x = t; and £=1, this
reduces to

[Γ(0ι>-t> + z(0,θ;i= Γ
J o

= Γ
J o

= Γ [T(s)w, 0]ds.
J o

Projecting to the first component, we obtain (2.3).

The identity (2.3) was noted by Crandall and Pazy in [1], p. 411.

Let us denote the translation map χt-+x + v from X onto X by the symbol

V Note that S(r) = τz

PROPOSITION 2.4. A map A with domain and range in X is the i.g. of an
affine semigroup on X if and only if there exist vectors v and w in X such that
τ_w°A°τv is the i.g. of a linear semigroup on X.

PROOF. If A is the i.g. of an affine semigroup S( - ), let U be the i.g. of its
linear part T( )» let v be any member of D(A), and let w = Av. Corollary 2.2
guarantees that v and w exist.

For x in X and Λ>0,
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(x — v)). As h tends to 0, the first term on the right converges to Av = w. So the
other two terms converge or diverge together, and x is in D(A) if and only if x —i;

is in D(U). Thus D(A) = D(U) + v, and Ax = w+U(x — v) = τw°U°τ_v(x) for x in
D(A). So A = τwo (yoτ _ υ and U = τ _ w° A°τy.

Conversely, suppose that U = τ_w°A°τv is the i.g. of a linear semigroup
T( ). Then we define S( ) to be the family of affine transformations with linear
part T( ) and translation part z( ) given by (2.3). It is easy to see that z( )

satisfies (1.2). Thus by Proposition 1.1, S( ) is an affine semigroup. Let A'
be the i.g. of this semigroup. By (2.3) (\lh)(S(h)v-v) = (\lh)(T(h)v + z(h)-v) =

J H
T(s)wds tends to w as h tends to 0-K So v is in D(A') and A'v = w.

o
It follows from the last paragraph that τ-.w°A'°τv=* U and thus that A' = A.

COROLLARY 2.5. If A is the i.g. of an affine semigroup, A generates exactly
one such semigroup.

PROOF. If A generates two affine semigroups S( ) and S'( ), then A has

two representations, A=τwoU<>τ_v and A=τw°UΌτ_v. Here U and V are the
i.g. of the linear parts of S( - ) and S'( -), and as in the proof of Proposition 2.4,

v and w can be taken to be the same for both semigroups. Since D(A) = D(U) +
v = D(U') + v, it follows trivially that U—V. Because the i.g. of a linear semigroup
uniquely determines the semigroup, we conclude that S( ) and S'( ) have the
same linear part T( ) By (2.3) they also have the same translation part and

are identical.

§ 3. Relations between the linear and translation parts

Let T( ) be a linear semigroup with i.g. U. Let &~υ denote the set of all
maps z( ) from [0, oo) into X that are translation parts of affine semigroups
with linear part T( ). By Proposition 1.1 these are just continuous maps satisfying
(1.2). Inspection of (1.2) shows that ^υ is a real vector space. It is a Frechet

space under the family of seminorms ||z( ) l l κ = sup { | |z(OH: f is in K}, K a compact
subset of (0, oo). Completeness under these seminorms follows from (1.2).

Motivated by (2.3), we introduce another real vector space Xυ = (X x X)/G(U)
where G(U) is the graph of U, and a map φ: Xυ^>3~υ defined by

(3.1) φ([v, w]) = (/- 7X0)0 + Γ T(s)wds
J o

for [y, w] in Xυ. Since U is a closed operator, Xυ is a Banach space.

PROPOSITION 3.1. The map φ is well-defined, and is a continuous linear
isomorphism from Xυ onto 3~υ.
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PROOF. To show that φ is well-defined, observe that if [t;, w] = [t/ , w'] then
v' — v is in D(V) and U(v' — v) = w' — w. It is then a familiar fact from linear semi-

group theory that T(i)(v' -v)-(v' -v) = \ T(s)U(υ' -υ)ds = \ T(s)(w' - w) ds,
Jo J o

from which φ([y, w]) = 0([ι?/, w']) follows.

That φ is onto is shown in Proposition 2.3, and linearity is evident.
We next show that ker φ is trivial. Suppose φ([v9 w]) is the zero function.

Then T(t)v — v= I T(s)wds. Dividing both sides of this equation by t and
J o

letting t tend to O f , we obtain that v is in D(U) and Uv = w. Hence [u, w] is
the zero element of Xυ.

For any compact subset K of (0, oo),

Γ T(s)wds : teK\
J o J

where Cκ is a constant whose existence is guaranteed by the strong continuity
of T( ). Varying (t;, w) in the equivalence class [u, w], we obtain:

\\<KΌ>, w])llκ < inf {CV(|M| + |M|): (ι?, w)e|>, w]}

This shows that φ is continuous.

The map φ can even be regarded as an isometric isomorphism if we let it
induce a norm on the range space. For z( ) in ίFυ let || z( ) || = inf { || x || -f || Ax \\ :
xεD(A)}, where A is the i.g. of the unique affine semigroup with translation
part z( ) and linear part T( - ). With this norm &~υ is a Banach space. Note

that ψ~1(z( )) = the graph of A = a point or equivalence class in Xυ.
Proposition 3.1 characterizes translation parts corresponding to a given

linear part (they come from equivalence classes in X x X mod G(ί/)). It is

also possible to obtain a partial characterization of the linear part of an affine
semigroup given the translation part.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let z( ) be the translation part of an affine semigroup
S ( - ) with linear part Γ( ), and let Z denote the closed linear span of the range

of z in X. Then Z is invariant under S( ) and T( ). Furthermore, if 7\( )
and T2( ) are the linear parts of two affine semigroups with translation part
z( ), then T1(t)x = T2(t)xfor all f>0 and all x in Z.

PROOF. This follows from the identity T(0z(s) = z(ί + s)-z(0 and the fact
S(t)x = T(t)x + z(t).

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let z( ) be a map from [0, oo) into X. Then necessary
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and sufficient conditions for z( ) to be the translation part of an affine semigroup
on the space Z defined in Proposition 3.2 are that z be a continuous map, z(0) = 0,

and there exist a constant M> 1 such that

(3.2) \\Σ^j<nλj(z(tj + t)-z(t))\\ < Af - ||

whenever t is in (0, 1], n is a positive integer, A j , . . . , λn are in R, and f,,..., tn are
nonnegative real numbers.

PROOF. Let z( - ) be the translation part of an affine semigroup on Z, and
let T( ) be its linear part. By Proposition 1.1 z( ) is continuous. By (1.2)

z(0) = 0and

(3.2) now follows from the fact that a strongly continuous linear semigroup T( )

satisfies sup { || T( 0 1| : 0 < t < 1 } < M for some constant M > 1 .
Conversely, let z( ) be a continuous map satisfying (3.2). Let Z0 = the

linear span of the range of z. Define a family of maps (TQ(t): f >0} of Z0 into Z0

by

(3.3)

Suppose Σ i zj<n λjz(tj) = 0. Then by (3.2)

(3.4)

for ί<l. If (3.4) holds for all t in [0, n], then for any fixed t the linear
combination in (3.4) can be substituted into the right side of (3.2). Since this
combination is the zero vector, the vector on the left side of (3.2), with t replaced

by some s in [0, 1], is also the zero vector, that is, 0= Σι<y<« λj(z(tj + t + s) — z(s))
+ (Σι<y<π(-Ay))(z(ί-f5)~z(5))=Σι<y<^Xz(ί/. + r + s)-z(ί + s)). Thus (3.4)

holds for t in [0, n+ 1]. By induction (3.4) holds for all ί>0.
This shows that T0(0 is a well-defined map from Z0 into Z0 for ί>0. Line-

arity then follows without difficulty. Moreover, T0(0°T0(s)(Σι<^n Ajz(ίy)) =

)-^
s + 0-z(54-0)=T0(ί + s)(Σι<y<Mλyz(ίy)). So T0( )

has the semigroup property.
By (3.2) ||Γ0(Ox|| <M||x|| for all x in Z0 and t< 1. Since Γ0(0 is a continuous

linear map from a dense subset of Z into itself, there is a unique continuous

linear extension T(t) from Z into Z with ||T(ί)|| <M for t< 1. If f i s in (n, n + 1]
for some integer «>1, T0(ί) = TQ(t - w)oT0(l)n . Hence for ί>l, T0(f) has a
unique continuous linear extension from Z into Z, which we also call T(t\ and
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\\T(t)<Mn+l for t<n+\.
By uniqueness of the extension T( - ) has the semigroup property. For x

in Z we can find a sequence {xn} in Z0 converging to x. The functions ί»-> T0(t)xn =
T(t)xn are continuous because of equation (3.3) and continuity of z( ), and these
functions converge uniformly on compact subsets of [0, oo) to the function t*-+

T(i)x. Hence the latter is continuous. So T( ) is a linear semigroup on Z.
Since T(t)z(s) = T0(t)z(s) = z(t + s) — z(t) by (3.3), we may apply Proposition 3.1

to get an affine semigroup S( - ) on Z with linear part T( - ) and translation part

z( ).

COROLLARY 3.4. Let H be a real Hubert space and let f^z(r) be a map
from [0, oo) into H. Then necessary and sufficient conditions for z( ) to be

the translation part of an affine semigroup of isometries on H are that z be a

continuous map, z(0) = 0, and there exist a function g: [0, oo)->[0, oo) such that

(3.5) \\z(t)-z(s)\\=g(\t-s\)

for all f, s>0.

PROOF. Let S( ) be an affine semigroup of isometries on H with translation

part z( ) By Proposition 3.3 z( ) is continuous and z(0) = 0. For ί>0, let

0(0=||z(r)|| = ||S(00||. If t>s9 then ||z(0-z(s)|| = ||S(/)0-S(s)0|| = ||S(s)oS(ί-
s)0-S(s)0|| = ||S(ί-s)0-0||=^-s), and (3.5) is established.

The above proof (i.e., the necessity) is valid i f // is an arbitrary Banach space.
The Hubert space structure of H is only needed for the sufficiency argument,
which we now give.

Suppose z( ) is continuous, z(0) = 0, and (3.5) holds. Then a condition
stronger than (3.2) holds. Let < , > denote the inner product in //.

(3.6) ll

Here the second equality is valid since <z(rί-fί)-z(ί), z^ + ί) — z(ί)> =
(l/2){||zα.+0- z(OII2 + \\z(tj+t) - z(0||2 - ||z(rf + r) - z(ίy+ί)ll2} =(l/2){^)2 +
9(tj)2-g(\ti-tj\)2}=(}/2){\\z(tίW

Since (3.6) is a special case of (3.2), there is an affine semigroup S( - ) on
Z with translation part z( ). However, in the notation of the proof of Proposition

3.3, we may also conclude from (3.6) that ||Γ0(f)x|| = ||x|| for all x in Z0 and ί>0.
By continuity in f, ||Γ(ί)x|| = IMI for all x in Z and ί>0. Hence, each T(t) is
a linear isometry of Z into Z. So the affine semigroup S( ) consists of affine
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isometrics, ϊf Z1 denotes the orthogonal complement of Z in //, we extend S( )
to H by defining S'(t)(z + z') = S(t)z + z'9 for ί>0, z in Z, and z' in Z1. It is
routine to verify that S'( ) is an affine semigroup of isometrics on H with trans-
lation part z( -).

Corollary 3.4 is a variation of a result due to von Neumann and Schoenberg
[9], given in a group setting rather than a semigroup setting. In the present
context their problem might be posed as follows. Let g be a continuous function

from [0, oo) into [0, oo) with 0(0) = 0. Regard the half-line [0, oo) as a metric
space M under the metric d(t, s) = \t — s\. If we replace this metric by a new
metric-like function dg(t, s) = g(d(t, s))9 the half-line is denoted by g(M) and is

called the metric transform of M. The problem is to determine those functions
g for which the metric transform g(M) is isometrically embeddable in a real Hubert

space.
The functions g are called screw functions and the embedded metric trans-

forms might be called screw half-lines. By Corollary 3.4 screw functions are of

the form 0(0=IIZ(OII and screw half-lines are subsets of H of the form (x + z(t):
f>0} where x is any fixed element of H and z( ) is the translation part of an
affine semigroup of isometries of H. With the aid of (2.3), the screw functions
and screw half-lines can be expressed in terms of linear semigroups of isometries.

If {S(t): ί>0} is a strongly continuous semigroup of surjective isometries on
a Banach space X, by a classical result of Mazur and Ulam [7] 5(0 is auto-
matically affine for each f>0. Then S ( - ) can be extended to an affine group on
X, and the translation part of this affine group satisfies (3.5) for f, 5 in R.

% 4. Some classes of affine semigroups

In this section we state generation theorems for a few major classes of strongly
continuous affine semigroups. We emphasize criteria that do not appeal to
the corresponding linear objects, although the proofs may make such appeals.
Here is an example.

PROPOSITION 4.1. A map A with domain and range in X is the i.g. of
a (strongly continuous) affine semigroup on X if and only if

\ ) D(A) is a dense subset of X, closed under affine combinations',

ii) A(λx + (\-λ)y) = λAx + (\-λ)Ayfor x and y in D(A);
iii) G(A) = {(x, Ax): x is in D(A)} is a closed subset of X x X\ and
iv) there exist constants ω>0 and M>0 such that for all λ>ω and n =

1, 2,..., the map x*-+x — (Ax)/λ is one-to-one from D(A) onto X and

\\(I-A/λ)-»\\Lip<M(\-ω/λΓ\

PROOF. Suppose A is an i.g. By Proposition 2.4 A = τw°U°τ_υ for vectors
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v and w in X and a linear operator U that is the i.g. of a linear semigroup. By
the Generation Theorem for strongly continuous linear semigroups ([3], p. 20)
U is a linear operator, D(U) is a dense linear subspace of X, G(U) is closed in
XxX, and there exist constants ω, M>0 such that for all λ>ω and n = l, 2,...,
the map x*-+x-(Ux)lλ is one-to-one from D(U) onto X and ||(/- U/λ)-"\\ <
M(l-ω/λ)-n. It follows that A satisfies i), ii) and iii) with D(A) = D(U) + v.

Let x = y - (Ay)/λ for y in D(A). Then

x = y - τw°°τ

and

(4.1) x + w/A - v = (I-Ulλ)(y-υ).

For A > ω and x in J*f there is exactly one y in D(A) such that (4. 1) holds. Applying
the inverse (I—U/λ)~l to (4.1) and solving for y, we obtain:

(4.2) (I-Alλ)-lx = (I-Ulλ)-l(x-v + (wlλ)) + v,

and by an elementary induction

(4.3) (/

for n>l. Then ||(/-Λ//l)-"x-(/-Λ/;ί)-''xΊ| = ||(/- l//A)-»(x-x')ll < M(\-
ω/A)~n||x — x'|| for all λ>ω and x, x' in X. Hence iv) is true.

Conversely, suppose that A satisfies i) through iv). Let (t;, w) be an arbitrary
member of G(A). Then it is a simple exercise to verify, by reversing the above
steps, that the operator U defined by I7 = τ_wo>4oτ l 7 satisfies the conditions of
the Generation Theorem and is the i.g. of a linear semigroup. By Proposition 2.4,
A is the i.g. of an affine semigroup.

To treat other classes we pause for definitions.
An affine group on the Banach space X is a one-parameter family (G(t): t e R}

of continuous aίfine transformations on X with the properties

(gi) G(0) = / and G(ί + s) = G(0°G(s) for s, t in R; and
(g2) for each x in X, tt~+G(t)x is a continuous function from R into X.
A compact affine semigroup (cf. [10], p. 48) is an affine semigroup S( )

with the property that the closure of S(t)(B) is compact for any bounded set B
and any ί>0.

It is convenient (but not necessary) in the following instance to take the
underlying Banach space to be complex. Let C denote the set of complex
numbers. An analytic affine semigroup (cf. [2], p. 80; [3], p. 33; [10], p. 60)
is an affine semigroup 5( ) with the property that for some positive number δ <
π/2 there exists a family (S(λ): λeA} of continuous affine transformations on
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X with A = {0} U {λ: λ e C, λ Φ 0, and |arg λ\ < δ] such that

(aj) the family {S(λ):λeΔ} extends the original semigroup and satisfies

S(A,+A2) = S(A,)oS(A2) for A,, A2 in A;

(a2) for each x in X, λ^S(λ)x is a continuous function from J into X; and

(a3) for each x in X and /ι in X*, A^/?(S(A)x) is an analytic function from

Λ\{0} into C.

The semigroup property and the affine character of the family (S(A): λeA} are

consequences of the analyticity: if we assume that each S(A) is a continuous map

from X into X, coinciding with a member of the affine semigroup for A = ί>0,

then (a3) guarantees that (aj) holds and that S(λ) is affine for each A in Δ.

Each affine concept above has a linear counterpart whose definition is identical

except for substitution of "linear" transformation for "affine" transformation.

The linear part and the translation part of one of the above affine families

are defined as in (1.1), with t e R for the group case.

PROPOSITION 4.2.

i ) A family (G(t): teR} of affine transformations is an affine group if

and only if its linear part is a linear group and its translation part is a continuous

map from R into X satisfying (1.2) for t, s in R;

ii) an affine semigroup is compact if and only if its linear part is compact;

and
iii) an affine semigroup is analytic if and only if its linear part is analytic.

PROOF. The proof of i) is similar to that of Proposition 1.1, and we omit it.

The proof of ii) reduces to the observation that for any bounded set B and

any f>0, the closure of S(t)(B) is just the translate of the closure of T(t)(B) by the

vector z(t). If one closure is compact, so is the other.

If the affine semigroup S( ) is analytic with analytic extension (S(A): A e d } ,

then T(A)x = S(A)x-S(A)0 for x in X and A in Δ defines a family {T(A): λeΔ}

of continuous linear transformations that is an analytic extension of the linear

part T( - ) of S( -). Conversely, if such an analytic extension exists for the linear

part T( )ofan affine semigroup S( -), then equation (2.3) describing the translation

part z( ) of S( ) can be used to define z(A) for A in Δ if ί is replaced by A. Then we

define S(A) for A in A by S(A)x = T(λ)x + z(A) for x in X. From (2.3) and the

analyticity of (T(A): λeΔ}, the map A»->z(A) is continuous on Δ and λ*-+h(z(λ))

is analytic on Δ\{Q} for each fixed h in X*. It follows that {S(A): λeΔ} is an

analytic extension of S( ) as required.

The translation part of the extension of an analytic affine semigroup satisfies

Z(A, + A2) = T(A,)z(A2) + z(A,) for A,, A2 in Δ.

The above-mentioned affine families may also be augmented in the manner
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of (1.3) to give linear families. It is easily seen that (G(t): t e R} is an affine group
if and only if its augmented version is a linear group, and that the affine semigroup
{S(t): ί>0} is compact or analytic if and only if the associated augmented linear

semigroup {T(t): ί>0} is likewise. (In the analytic case, work in the Banach
space X x C.) We omit details.

We now give generation criteria for the various families. The i.g. of an affine
(or linear) group is defined by an equation similar to (2.1) with "/ι-»0+" replaced
by "ft-*0" so that the limit is two-sided.

PROPOSITION 4.3. A map A with domain and range in X is the i.g. of an
affine group on X if and only if it satisfies conditions i), ii), and iii) of Proposition

4.1 and
iv)r there exist constants ω>0 and M>0 such that for all real λ with

\λ\>ω and w = l, 2,..., the map x*-*x — (Ax)/λ is one-to-one from D(A)

onto X and ||(/-^MΠ|Lίp<M(l -ω/|A|)-".

PROPOSITION 4.4. An affine semigroup {S(t): ί>0} is compact if and

only if the family of functions {t^S(t)x: \\x\\ <!} from (0, oo) into X is equi-
contίnuous on each compact subinterval 0/(0, oo) and the i.g. A has the property
that the closure of (I — A/λ)~l(B) is compact for each bounded set B and some
λ>ω with ω as in (4.1iv).

PROPOSITION 4.5. An affine semigroup {S(t): ί>0} on a complex Banach

space X is analytic if and only if its i.g. A is such that there exist constants
C>0 and ωί>ω (with ω as in (4.1iv)) such that the map x*-*x — (Ax)/λ is one-to-
one from D(A) onto X and \\(I-A/λ)-l\\Llp<C\λ\/\lmλ\ for all complex λ with
Re λ>ωί and I

PROOF OUTLINES FOR 4.3, 4.4, AND 4.5. With regard to 4.3, the identity
A = τw°U°τ_v, the equations (4.2) and (4.3), and the Generation Theorem for
linear groups ([3], p. 22) may be applied in the same manner as in Proposition 4.1 .

As to 4.4, by the proof of Theorem 3.3 of [10], p. 49, necessary and sufficient
conditions for the linear part Γ( ) of 5( ) to be compact are that t*-*T(t) be
continuous in the uniform operator topology for ί>0 and that (λl —U)~l be
compact for some λ>ω where U is the i.g. of T( ). It is a simple matter to
verify that equicontinuity of the family {t^>S(t)x: \\x\\ < 1} on compact subintervals
of (0, oo) corresponds to continuity of t*-+z(i) and to continuity in the uniform

operator topology of t*-*T(t) for ί>0. The condition on U translates into a
condition on A in the manner of Proposition 4.1.

In the case of 4.5, we employ the analyticity criterion in part b) of Theorem 5.2
of [10], p. 61, with adjustments because the linear part T( - ) may not be uniformly
bounded and 0 may not be in the resolvent set of 17, the i.g. of T( ). The con-
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dition for analyticity of Γ( ) is that \\(λI-UΓl\\<C/\lmλ\ for ImΛ^O, Reλ>
ωt>ω (where ω is the constant appearing in (4.1iv), the criteria in (4.1iv) being
valid for real or complex Banach spaces-cf. [11], p. 20). Proposition 4.2(iii)
then permits us to proceed in the manner of Proposition 4.1, showing that the
condition on U corresponds to a similar one on A.

For other analyticity criteria see section 1.5 of [3], section 2.5 of [10], and

[8].

§ 5. Affine cosine functions

Now let us consider affine cosine functions (cf. Chapter 2 of [2], §2.8 of [3],

and [4]).
An affine cosine function is a family (K(t): teR} of continuous affine trans-

formations on X satisfying

(cO K(0) = 7, K(t + s) + K(t-s) = 2K(t)°K(s) for ί, s in K; and
(c2) for each x in X, t^K(t)x is a continuous function from R into X.

A linear cosine function is defined similarly.

PROPOSITION 5.1. Let (K(t): tεR} be a family of affine transformations
with linear part {C(t): teR} and translation part (z(t): teR} as in (1.1), and

let (C(i): teR} be the associated augumented linear family as in (1.3). Then
the following statements are equivalent:

i) K ( - ) is an affine cosine function',
ii) C( •) is a linear cosine function and z( -) is a continuous function from R

into X satisfying

(5.1) z(f + s) + z(ί-s) = 2C(f)z(s) + 2z(ί) for f, s in R-9

iii) C( ) is a linear cosine function.

The proof of this result is straightforward, and is left to the reader.
(5.1) implies that z(0) = 0 and z(-ί) = z(0 for all t.
By the infinitesimal generator, or i.g., of an affine cosine function K(-),

we mean the map A defined by

(5.2) Ax = \imh^(2/h2)(K(h)x-x).

The domain of A, D(A), is the set of all x for which the limit in (5.2) exists. The
i.g. of a linear cosine function is defined similarly.

With the aid of the known properties of linear cosine functions, in the manner
of §2 above we can establish the following properties for an affine cosine function
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i) the i.g. of /£(•), C( ), C( ), denoted by X, 17, and 0" respectively,
satisfy i), ii), and iii) of Proposition 2.1

ii) (2/t2) I (t-s)K(s)xds is in D(A) for f ^ O and x in X, and its image

under A is (2/f2)(/ί(Ox-x);
iii) X = τ w ol/oτ_ l , where v and w are arbitrary vectors satisfying Aυ = wι
iv) the translation part z( ) of K( - ) is given by

(5.3) z(ί) = υ - C(t)υ + Γ (f-s)C(s)Ws
J o

= v - C(r)ι; + Γ S(s)wds
J o

for ί in R, where t; and w are as in (iii) and S( - ) is the linear sine function

associated with C( );
v) every affine cosine function with linear part C( ) is obtained from a

translation part of the form (5.3) where (v, w) is an arbitrary vector in
XxX9 any two such pairs in the same equivalence class mod G(L7)
giving the same function z( ) and

vi) there exists a constant ω>0 such that for λ>ω the maps χι-»x — (Ax)/λ2

and x^x — (Ux)/λ2 are one-to-one from D(A) resp. D(U) onto X, with
inverses infinitely differentiable as functions of λ satisfying for m = 1, 2,...

(5.4) ||^/^(A-1(/-^M2)-1)llLip = \\d*»/dλ>»(λ-*(I-

Using (5.4), we can prove a generation theorem for affine cosine functions
like 8.3 in [3], p. 119, but we omit the statement of this theorem.

As is well known (cf. [3], p. 120, for example), given a linear cosine function

C( )> the formula

(5.5) T(ί)x = (4πί)'1/2 f00 exp(-s2/4f)C(s)xds,
J -oo

for f>0, defines a linear semigroup T( ) (which is in fact an analytic semigroup).
Moreover, the infinitesimal generator of C( ) is the i.g. of T( ), i.e., C"(0) =
T'(0)= U. This is also valid in the affine case.

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let (K(t): tεR} be an affine cosine function with i.g. A.
Then the family (S(t): t>Q} of functions on X defined by

ί S(t)x = (4πί)~1/2 exp(-s2/40K(s)xds (f>0)
(5.6) J -

( S(0)x = x

for x in X is an affine semigroup with i.g. A.
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PROOF. The semigroup property of T( - ) defined in (5.5) leads to the calculus

identity

(5.7) (4πr)-1/2(4πτΓ1/2 Γ°° exp [-(s + w)2/16ί] exp [-(s-w)2/16τ]dw
J -00

= (4π(r-fτ))- 1/2exp[-52/4(/-hτ)].

Given an affine cosine function K( •), it is a standard result (see Theorem 3.1

of [2], p. 33) that the associated augmented linear cosine function C( ) satisfies

II £(011 <Λfe ί υ l ' l for suitable positive constants M and ω and all t in R. Hence,

as in (1.5), \\A(t)x\\ = || π,oC(0[x, 1]|| <Me«> \ *\(\\x\\ + 1). This bound shows

that the integral in (5.6) is finite and S( ) is well-defined.

Then for x in X and f >0, τ>0,

S(t)oS(τ)x = (4πO~1/2(4πτ)-1/2 Γ°° f°° {exp(-s2/40exp(-M2/4τ)
J —00 J —00

K(s)K(u)x}duds

= (4πί)- ' '2(4πτ>- ' /2 Γ Γ {exp ( - s2/4ί) exp ( - «2/4τ)
J —oo J —oo

Γ°
J

exp[-52/4(ί-f τ)]K(s)xds =

Here we have used the cosine function identity (c,), a change of variables, and

the identity (5.7).

Additional identities from calculus may be used to establish that t*-+S(t)x is

strongly continuous at t = Q+ for all x and that A'(x) = A(x) for all x in D(A) where

A' is the i.g. of S( ) By the text adjacent to (5.4) and by Proposition 4.1, we

know that the maps χt-+x — (Ax)lλ and x*-+x — (A'x)lλ are one-to-one and onto X

for λ sufficiently large. If y = x — (A'x)/λ for some x in D(A') and some λ as above,

then y = Xι — (Ax^/λ for some X j in D(A). Since A' extends A, one-to-oneness

implies that xl=x and Ax = A'x. Hence, A = A'.

If we denote the translation parts of S(-) and K( ) in Proposition 5.2 by

w( ) and z( ) and set x = 0 in (5.6), we get :

w(0 = (4τrO~1/2 Γ°° exp(-52/40z(s)ί/s
J -oo

Since K( - ) is an even function, (5.6) may also be rewritten for ί>0 as

S(t)x = (πO"1/2 Γ°°exp(-s2/40/C(s)xί/5
J o
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where & denotes the Laplace transform and / is the function given by/(r) =
r~1 / 2K(r1 / 2)x for r>0. Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the functions K( - )x and S( )x for x in X.

The affine semigroup S( -) obtained in Proposition 5.2 is also analytic (assume
the Banach space is complex). Its linear part is analytic by Theorem 8.7 of [3],
p. 120, since it can be defined by (5.5) with C( ) the linear part of K( -), and then
Proposition 4.2(iii) is applicable.

Under certain circumstances Kisyήski [6] has shown how a linear cosine
function C( ) gives rise to a linear group T( ) on a suitable "energy norm"
product space Xen x X where Xen is a Banach space intermediate between X and
D(U) and U is the i.g. of C( -). The methods of this note then indicate how affine
groups might be constructed on this same product space with linear part T( ).
The translation parts of such affine groups have formulas similar to (5.3) with

(v, w) in Xen x X.
See [4], [6], and [11] for further discussion of these product spaces.
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